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Microwall Bridge:

Do it Yourself
Security for machines and systems

All topics

Machines, systems and other sensitive devices can be quickly and easily secured using the Microwall Bridge.
This industrial grade firewall isolates specific network devices on a network island. It segments your network based on
individual communication rules: You can permit communication with selected network devices, users or services - all
other undesired communication attempts will however fail.

Since no access to the IP setup or other configurations is necessary, integration and management require
neither configuration data nor knowledge about the surrounding network.

This targeted method of segmentation reduces the risk of mistakes in integrating to a minimum and
reduces possible outages to the moment the respective network cable is unplugged.

Segmenting in just a few minutes, here’s how:
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We are available to you in person:

Wiesemann & Theis GmbH
Porschestr. 12
42279 Wuppertal
Phone: +49 202/2680-110 (Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.)
Fax: +49 202/2680-265
info@wut.de

© Wiesemann & Theis GmbH, subject to mistakes and changes: Since we can make
mistakes, none of our statements should be applied without verification. Please let us
know of any errors or misunderstandings you find so that we can become aware of
and eliminate them.

Data Privacy

Microwall Bridge

Try for 30 days at no charge

Sample order

Background information

Segmentation:

Router- vs. Bridge Mode

Background information

Important firewall rules

for configuring the W&T Microwall

Support

Could you use some assistance?
We’re here for you!

You can reach our applications engineers at +49 202-2680-110
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